
FAYETTEVILLE PUBLIC WORKS COMMISSION 

PROCUREMENT DEPARTMENT 

https://www.faypwc.com/bids/ 

Bid Addendum 

PWC Number: PWC2324050 
Bid Title : LANDSCAPING AND MAINTENANCE FOR PWC OPERATIONS 

COMPLEX 
Bid Opening Date and Time: December 21, 2023, 5:00 pm 

Addendum Number: 2 
Addendum Date: December 15, 2023 

Procurement Advisor: Carla Wint 
procurement@faypwc.com 

1. This addendum does not need to be returned.

2. Following are questions received about the solicitation and the SME’s answers to the questions.
Q1. Please provide the most recent bid tabulation. 
A1. The most recent bid tabulation from 2013 has been included in this addendum as an attachment 

below. 
Q2. Please provide the pricing form the last 12-month contract period to include increases that could 

have been requested by the previous contractor. 
A2. PWC has spent approximately $120,000.00 on Landscaping Services in the past 12-month 

contract period. The contractor requested no increases during this period. 
Q3. Are the contractors responsible for the exterior curb and gutter areas of the property? Currently 

they are not being serviced. 
A3. Yes, the contractor is responsible for the exterior curb and gutter areas. 
Q4. How many irrigation clocks are there? 
A4. There are 8 irrigation clocks on site. 
Q5. How many irrigation zones are there on each clock? 
A5. There are approximately 93 zones on the complex. Please see attached irrigation plans that 

PWC has for the Operations Complex. Please note that there have been changes that may not 
be accurately reflected on the plan sheets. It shall be the responsibility of the contractor to verify 
accuracy.  

Q6. How many heads and what type are they on each zone? 
A6. Please see the included plan sheets. PWC does not have an exact number of irrigation heads 

on site. It shall be the responsibility of the contractor to verify the number of heads onsite if 
needed to submit a bid. Currently PWC has two types of irrigation heads onsite: Toro and 
Hunter PGP’s. All replacement heads have been Hunter PGP’s recently due to availability. 
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